In this paper we introduce a partial order on the elements of a matroid based on its fundamental circuits. The partial order is used to define and classify fundamental and secondary equivalence classes of a bicircular matroid. These classes form the basic building blocks of bicircuLlar generalized networks, i.e., generalized networks containing no unit cycles. Here, we use the classes to analyze the connectedness and cycle structure of such networks. In two subsequent articles, we use these theoretical results to develop a polynomial-time algorithm for transforming the constraint matrix of a linear program to the generalized node-arc incidence matrix of a bicircular generalized network, when such a transformation is possible.
Introduction and overview
A pure network flow problem, or transshipment problemn, is a linear program for which the objective function is to be minimized and the constraint matrix A has exactly two nonzero entries in each column, one + I and one -1. In this context, A can be interpreted as the node-by-arc incidence matrix of a directed graph, the variables as arc flows, and the constraints as source, sink, and flow conservation requirements. If at most two entries in each column are nonzero, then A is called a generalized incidence matrix and the program is called a generalized networkflow problem. Each arc can be given a flow multiplier, or gain. Positive gains may be regarded as amplification or attenuation factors.
Because of the special structure of a network constraint matrix, algorithms for flow problems in pure networks run 50 to 200 times faster and require less storage than available general linear programming codes [7, 12, 21] . Algorithms for flows in generalized networks are next in efficiency after those for pure networks [1, 2, 13, 15, 18-21, 23, 24] . For this reason, there has been great interest in efficient
The structure of bases in bicircular mnatroids edges that were contracted earlier, using the ordering of the fundamental classes. Finally, we assign directions and gains to the edges so that the generalized incidence matrix of the resulting generalized network is projectively equivalent to A. Assuming such a generalized network exists for A and is bicircular, this algorithm constructs one; if no such bicircular generalized network exists, the algorithm either produces a nonbicircular one or ends in a contradiction.
Another algorithm for determining projective equivalence has been developed' along different lines by Coullard et al. [10] .
:

Minimal classes and bicircular matroids
Let B be a basis for a matroid M on a finite nonempty set S. We define an equivalence relation on B and a partial ordering of its equivalence classes, based on the fundamental circuits of M with respect to B. This is well defined and defines a partial order on B/, although is not in general a partial order on B.
Definition 2.3. A minimal (mazximal) class is an equivalence class that is minimal
(maximal) for this partial order. A mininmal element of B is an element of a minimal class, i.e., a is minimal iff b a implies b a. Let Ml be the set of minimal elements in B.
Since S is finite, M is nonempty and is the union of equivalence classes of minimal elements of B. In fact, for each bc B there is a minimal element c with c b.
If b is in no fundamental circuit, then a< b for all a, so the elements (if any) that are in no fundamental circuit form the unique maximal equivalence class. If M has a fundamental circuit that is not a singleton, i.e., that intersects B in a nonempty set, then every minimal element lies in a fundamental circuit.
Let F be the set of basic elements common to all fundamental circuits that intersect B. unit cycle is one whose net gain, the product of the weights of the forward arcs divided by that of the reverse arcs, is . Of course, reversing the direction of a cycle does not affect whether it is a unit cycle. In a pure network, all cycles are unit cycles. A proper one-tree in G is a tree T together with a single edge joining two (not necessarily distinct) nodes of T. A one-tree is either a tree or a proper one-tree, and a one-forest is the union of disjoint one-trees. A bicycle is a graph homeomorphic to one of the graphs of Fig. (the third form in Fig. 1I is called a handcuff). The cycle (polygon) matroid of G is the matroid P(G) defined on E whose independent sets are forests, i.e., cycle-free sets of edges. Since C is connected, the bases of P(G) are the spanning trees and the circuits are the cycles of C. The bicircular matroid of G is the matroid B(C) defined on E whose independent sets are one-forests. Its circuits are the bicycles of G and its bases are described below. The 00 e3 The following result shows that Lemma 2.7 holds not only for components of a basis but also for components of its minimal classes (see also Fig. 3 ).
- 
The structure of bases in bicircular mnatroids
Corollary 2.12. If B is connected, then M is connected, coincides with F, and contains the unique cycle of B. The converse is false.
Proof. Each fundamental bicycle F, must contain the unique cycle of B, so F is nonempty and equals M. On the other hand, M can be connected, equal to F and contain a unique cycle even if B is not connected (see Fig. 5 (b) below, which shows that a basis may have components containing no minimal edges).
Definition 2.13. An arm of a basic cycle C is a path A of basic edges whose initial node (axilla) is a node of C, that contains no edges of C, and is contained in no longer path with these properties. The terminal node of A is the unique node of basic degree one. Note that distinct arms may share some edges (see Fig. 4 ). Proof. If a cycle C in M has an arm A of minimal edges, then A and C lie in the same minimal class, by Theorem 2.9. Now A must terminate at a nonbasic edge n, since otherwise it would either terminate in a node of degree (and would be in no fundamental bicycle) or it would return to C (creating a bicycle in B). So A CF.
All arms of C in M are equivalent and hence lie in F, so they all terminate at n. Two arms leading to the same vertex of n would create a bicycle in B, so C can have at most two such arms, leading to the two vertices of n. Thus C has at most two arms of minimal edges. If C has two arms in M leading to n, then n, C, and the two arms form F,. So the minimal class containing C can contain no other edges, and C is its unique cycle.
Thus in a minimal class with two cycles, each cycle has at most one arm in M.
Pivoting to a single minimal class
In this section, we show how to choose a basis for B(G) for which the minimal elements form a single equivalence class. 
R. Shull et al. contains minimal edges from a single equivalence class, and perhaps nonminimal basic edges as well. If b is in some fundamental circuit Ff, then Co Cf and so ko seF 1 . Thus kob and so ko is minimal, in contradiction. Therefore e is also incident to some basic com-
Suppose there is a nonbasic edge f that is incident to Ko and to a third basic component K 2 . Each k e CO belongs to Fe and Ff, so a similar argument shows that k 0 Ž b implies b Ko and ko is minimal. So K is the only basic component joined to K.
Suppose K is a nonminimal basic component. By applying the above conclusions to K 1 , we see that KO and K 1 are the only components of B and their cycles Co, C, are equivalent. But then C and C consist of minimal edges, in contradiction.
So K 1 is a minimal basic component and is the unique basic component joined to K. All nonbasic edges incident to Ko are also incident to K 1 .
The following result can be obtained in a straightforward but nonconstructive way. However, we require an algorithmic proof in the sequel [25, 26] . The edges in Ml clearly remain minimal and equivalent to each other with respect to B'. There may be additional edges equivalent to those in Ml, enlarging the minimal class, but these can only be previously nonminimal edges from K,. Indeed, Ff (B') is a fundamental circuit containing Ml but no edges in any component of B' other than K 1 U {e} and Ki -{f}, so these are the only components of B' that can augment M 1 . Since Ml is not equivalent to Mi, there is a nonbasic edge x incident to Ml at one node and to either Ml or a third basic component at its other node. FP(B') =FA(B) then contains Ml but not e or any edge of Ki, so only edges of K 1 can augment Ml. So one pivot reduces the number of minimal classes. Note that once f is pivoted out of B it will not rejoin the basis at a later stage, because it will not join K, to a minimal basic component. Thus at most IE -B I pivots will yield a basis with a single minimal class. (This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 5.) O-1 
Matroid contraction
We have seen how the minimal classes of a bicircular matroid reflect the connectedness and cycle structure of the underlying graph. In preparation for showing
how nonminimal elements may be contracted in order to determine these structures, we recall some facts about matroid contraction. Let M be a matroid on S, B be a basis for M, and TC S. A subset J of S-T is independent in the contraction M/T if and only if JU T is independent in M. The next few results follow directly from the definitions and elementary matroid theory, and their proofs are mostly omitted.
Proposition 4.1. Let TC B. Then B -T is a basisfor M/T. If L is dependent (a circuit containing T) in M, then L -T is dependent (a circuit) in M/T. If J is a circuit in M/T then there is a circuit L in Mfor which JCLCJL T.
*· . . . ...
The following examples help to clarify the nature of contractions. If M=B(G), then M/T is the bicircular matroid B(G/T) on the contracted graph G/T= (V',E-T) defined by successively contracting edges e= [u, v] of T as follows:
(a) If u vu, then u and v are identified with a single vertex and e is removed.
(b) If u= v then e and u are removed, each nonloop edge f= [u, w] at u w becomes a loop f= [w, w] at its other vertex, and every loop edge f= [u, u] at u becomes a free loop. (A free loop is an edge incident to no nodes [35, 36] .) This-applies whether or not f belongs to T. Any free loops form dependent singletons in M/T.
(c) If e is a free loop, then e is just removed (this case does not occur here since TCB).
Corollary 4.2. Let n S-B, F (V) be the fundamental circuit of n in M (M/T) with respect to B (B -T). Then V= F -T and VC F, C VU T.
Proof. There is a circuit L in M such that VC L C VU T. Since the only nonbasic element of VU T is n, L= . D
Theorem 4.3. Let TC B. For b and c in B -T, b M c if and only if b!M/Tc. Thus contraction by T preserves the relations ad between M and M/T, and for b B -T, [b]M/T= [b]M -T. If b is a minimal element in M, then it is minimal in MIaT. If T contains no minimal elements of Mx, then M and M/T have the same minimal elements.
Corollary 4.4. Let M be the set of minimal elements in B and T= B -M. Then M is both a basis for MIT and the set of minimal elements with respect to that basis.
Nonminimal classes in bicircular matroids
Let B be a basis for B(G), and suppose B(G) has a single minimal class with respect to B. Using Lemma 2.5, we can contract the set Tof all edges in B that are contained in no bicycle. Then G/T is connected and each edge is in a bicycle. Since Let (VK,K) be the subgraph of C induced by a component K of B. By Lemma 2.7, K contains a unique cycle C. For each node ke VK, there is a unique path P with edges in K-C joining k to a node on C (if k is on C then P= {k}). -_lll.--·CI_---l-__---.
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The structure of bases in bicircular iat-roids We will thus assume for the remainder of this paper that with respect to the given basis for B(G), G contains at least 2 nonbasic edges and no two basic edges are secondarily equivalent.
Contracting nonminimal elements in bicircular matroids
As above, let M be the set of minimal edges for the basis B of B(G), and set T= B -M. Each basic cycle is either contained in M and becomes a cycle in G/T or else contains no minimal edges and vanishes during contraction. By Corollary 4.4, M is a basis for B(G/T) and every basic edge is minimal. .
The structure of bases in bicircular inatroids
Proof. Since G is connected, each component K of B contains a cycle and either contains no minimal edges and itself constitutes a nontree component of T, or else contains a nontree component K' of M and possibly one or more tree components of T. Since contraction by tree components of T preserves connectivity, we may assume T consists of only nontree components. Let Ko be a nonminimal basic component of B(G). By Corollary 2.10, M is connected and contains a single cycle C. Proposition 3.1 then implies that all nonbasic edges meeting Ko also meet M. After we contract G by Ko, these edges become loops meeting M. Since no other edges are affected by such a contraction, G/K is connected. It follows by induction on the class of nonminimal basic components that G/T is connected.
Since 
